Abstract. Through years of calculus teaching, we found that the students in learning the universal existence question, that is, apply the principle and theory of problem solving, tend to ignore laws and theorems, resulting in incorrect solutions, the author try to this class of problems, summed up, remind students in learning to pay attention to, reduce the errors that occur.
Introduction
Calculus is in higher mathematics is an important part, students often ignore some theorem applicable conditions, resulting in incorrect solutions. This paper tries to analyze the causes of the common errors and give the correct method of solving the problem To make this kind of mistakes is mainly ignored the operation rule of limit conditions of use "limited a algebraic function limit and the limit is equal to their limit of the algebraic sum of the" limited ", for the algebraic sum of the function must is finite, and for algebras of infinite limit of function and limit, the rule is not applicable. This kind of mistake is most common Correct solution: Molecular is an arithmetic progression, using arithmetic sequence before the N and molecular formula of the first find out Through this reminder: in limit four rule, must meet two: first, each function limit, limit of the denominator is not equal to zero; second, arithmetic function must is a limited. Only these two points are used to meet the law, otherwise it can not be used. For an infinite number of functions often associated with series Students practice ) 2 1 ... The reason for this mistake is not to take into account the positive and negative of x: 
The frequent errors in limit calculation
The error is the infinitesimal limit using equivalence, replace the subtraction sum term. Equivalent infinitesimal limit can replace zero factor, the item cannot replace the addition subtraction.let non-existent The Luo ratio rule for the limit, meet Robida rule conditions do not necessarily Robida rule can answer, is the cause of the error. Robida rules there is no limit, the limit may not exist. 
original function。The proper use of this formula, attention must be paid to the integrand function ) (x f in the integral interval continuous, or can not be used, and ontology in the integrand function in integral range has a breakpoint, so cannot apply the Leibniz Newton formula. In the calculation of the definite integral, we must pay attention to the following two points: 1, to determine the integrand function in the integral interval is continuous integration is not generalized integral; 2, when the integrand appear even party, were opened out the results to get the absolute value and according to the variable regions where processing.
Correct solution
The above is my experience in teaching, introduce it out, hope it will help students to learn this part.
